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FORENSICS 
COllECTIONS TO 
E-DISCOVERY
USING TODAY’S TECHNOlOGY TO BRIDGE THE GAP

by Rick Clark

Since the amended United States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
have taken effect in 2006 to incorporate electronically stored 
information as discoverable, technology in the legal space 
involves an interesting mix of forensics, e-discovery and review. 
There are now software companies that have done a great job in 
bridging the gap from forensic collections to data analysis and 
data/document review.

Forensic departments are now 
able to offer a full suite of of-
ferings that take the forensic 

image and present the data in a way 
that allows investigators to leverage 
analytics and find the most relevant 
data quickly.

Across all industries there has 
been a radical proliferation of techno-
logical advances that has improved 
productivity and efficiency. Forensics 
and legal electronic discovery are 
no different. Having started a foren-
sically sound data processing soft-
ware company in the mid 2000’s,  
I have seen leaders in the legal in-
dustry build software platforms that 
have addressed the growing Elec-
tronically Stored Information popu-
lation that is discoverable within cor-
porations. Because corporations in a 
lawsuit have a responsibility to pro-
duce relevant data to the opposing 

side, often times the cost to man-
age large populations of data far ex-
ceeds the potential financial outcome 
of the case. For this reason, technol-
ogy firms have had to step up and 
manage the process from collec-
tion all the way through to produc-
tion and cut costs where possible. 
In this article, I will explore the his-
tory of ESI management that leads 
us to where we are today and how 
forensic departments and firms may 
be able to leverage the latest tech-
nology and trends in workflows to  
accomplish more.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF 
E-DISCOVERY
As one who understands the litigation 
process might imagine, when email 
and documents are created electron-
ically, that is definitely evidence. It 
seems obvious that it should be pre-
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sented to the opposing side stripped of Privileged, 
Confidential and irrelevant data. Sadly, not always 
the case, in fact it is rarely the case. Factors for 
this being an issue include:

•  The litigious nature of the case creates bad 
practices of data dumping (giving everything 
possible to bury the evidence just like in the 
paper only days)

•  Costs in collecting, processing and producing 
the data is more than the case is worth

•  Data was not preserved or even purged on the 
client side so the production is incomplete, but 
as sanctions are issued for this, it is a swiftly 
declining practice

•  Both sides agree to only discover paper docu-
ments only – surprisingly, this is still very popu-
lar in some markets

One of the most compelling events that helped 
shape the amended FRCP, was the case involving 
Laura Zubulake (Zubulake V. UBS Warburg, LLC) 
from 2003. Zubulake sued UBS Warburg alleg-
ing that they were discriminating on gender, failed 
to promote and employer retaliation. She argued 
that the evidence to support her claims resided in 
emails that were likely on backup tapes and other 
archiving media. After arguing the cost of produc-
tion to be a undue burden, Judge Shira Scheind-
lin ordered the production to be conducted at UBS 
expense. UBS did not meet the production require-
ments as some tapes and emails were missing 
causing the jury to assume deliberate destruction 
of data and that UBS employees acted with mal-

ice or reckless disregard of Zubulake’s rights and 
awarded $29,273,190 to Zubulake(1).

This case, coupled with a handful of others 
around the same time caused a rippling effect that 
had corporations scrambling for better retention, 
data management and discovery policies. Until 
technology to manage the data infrastructure with-
in the corporations can do so with ease of access 
for discovery, forensic collection and data process-
ing platforms are in high demand. From the litiga-
tion hold to collection to analysis and on, there has 
to be documented steps with no potential for data 
spoliation. In my opinion, these steps with proper 
technology usage are in place and now the data 
forensic companies and departments are able to 
collect and present the data in the format neces-
sary for the case.

EVOlUTION OF  
E-DISCOVERY SOFTWARE
In May, 2005 George Socha and Tom Gelbmann 
put together the Electronic Discovery Reference 
Model (2) to help create a standard or guideline 
for the legal industry to follow when offering ser-
vices or creating software to address the growing 
demand to manage data for discovery in litigation 
(Figure 1).

Initially, most software utilized to collect, cull 
and review data was repurposed from other mar-
ket sectors. For example the main collection 
tools used to forensically mirror hard-drives were 
EnCase from Guidence Software and the Foren-
sic Toolkit from Access Data. Both will create an 
exact mirror image of a hard-drive to preserve all 

Figure 1. www.edrm.net
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metadata and data files just as its original. This 
technology was heavily used worldwide typical-
ly in police departments and state agencies to 
examine hard-drives from suspects. Their im-
mediate need in the legal space made them the 
fastest growing collection tools and a standard 
practice for getting the data ready for attorney 
review. Once the data was collected, the initial 
process was to convert everything to a TIFF to 
review in Summation (now owned by Access Da-
ta) or Concordance (now owned by Lexis-Nexis) 
as they didn’t initially allow for near native file re-
view. To convert to TIFF images with load files 
teams would process the collected data in LAW 
(now owned by Lexis-Nexis) or IPRO. This work-
flow was well established because of paper dis-
covery where they would scan and convert to a 
TIFF. Since TIFF was the standard format, all 
workflows were built around it for paper and ESI. 
The major issue the industry was facing was the 
high expense to converting to TIFF for review 
and many cases were forced to settle early with-
out discovery. 

Knowing TIFF conversion and review was a 
huge hinderance to the litigation lifecycle, native 
processing and review solutions hit the market. 
Wave Software had Trident Pro where all unstruc-
tured data was pre-culled before a process in LAW 
or IPRO. The culling process included remov-
ing the system files utilizing the NIST database 
of MD5 hash codes for the common system files, 
Boolean Key Word Filtering and exact-hash dupli-
cate removal utilizing a SHA-256 has of key com-
ponents of the email message within a PST or NSF 
or files. Nuix is another native processing applica-
tion that similarly culls down data to make the da-
ta more manageable for discovery. Nuix, though, 
even takes the workflow an extra step to have a 
first pass review to eliminate obvious non-relevant 
data (typically Spam, personal messages, news-
letters etc.) then only publish to the attorney review 
the mostly relevant.

As review platforms became more accustom to 
rendering data in its native format, more cases 
were able to be hosted without any conversion. 
One of the first to do this well was iCONECT with 
its nXT product where it would take a load file cre-
ated from any native processing solution and ren-
der the file as if it was in the format it was original-
ly viewed. Not long after, Kcura created Relativity 
and continued to normalize a native processing to 
native review/production workflow. Both nXT and 
Relativity allow for a production to TIFF or PDF 
from the review application of ONLY what is rel-
evant for the production.

This brings us to where we sit today as the next 
generation with a suite of offerings that allow foren-
sic departments and companies to provide a full of-
fering from collection to investigation to review and 
production. Many e-discovery providers are in the 
middle of the EDRM and working left toward col-
lection and many forensic teams are at the begin-
ning and working right toward processing, analysis 
and review.

TODAY’S TECHNOlOGY AND 
WORKFlOWS | THREE EXAMPlES
There are many platforms out there and if this top-
ic interests you, I suggest you review some of the 
links below and request demonstrations from these 
and other software providers. In this growth period, 
it is important to continually educate yourself on 
what is available and find application to your busi-
ness or practice.

I am highlighting 3 technologies that I believe do 
a great job in creating a simplified, secure and cost 
efficient workflow after the data has been collected. 

Starting with processing after collection, Nuix 
and Venio Systems can take the data and process 
it and allow for analysis. XERA, by iCONECT, cre-
ates an investigative workflow after the data has 
been culled and processed. Because there are 
overlaps in functionality, I will start with Nuix as the 
first workflow in the process.

NUIX – DATA PROCESSING AND 
INVESTIGATIONS
Starting in Australia 12 years ago, Nuix initial fo-
cus was to forensically manage unstructured data 
in a way that helps investigators find relevant files 
quickly. Their initial market, similar to Access Data 
and Guidance Software, were authorities needing 
to investigate hard drives. Their structure and for-
mat allowed for easy application in the global e-
discovery market and they quickly began to help 
streamline workflows in a faster and cheaper man-
ner (Figure 2). 

The workflow with Nuix eDiscovery begins with 
their legal hold software to ensure the proper pro-
cedures are taking place to issue the hold and so 
the corporation can preserve the information that Figure 2. Nuix Processing Speed Benchmarks
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is going to be collected. Once collected, the data 
can be processed and hosted in their platform for 
case analysis and even attorney review. 

At the moment typical workflows allow Nuix to 
act as the heavy lifting processing of unstructured 
data to create load files for the various review plat-
forms like XERA and Relativity. Nuix presents one 
the fastest processing engines on the market that 
can get data ready for review very quickly while 
preserving the metadata fields. This is extremely 
important for an investigator, attorney with a tight 
deadline or government agency who needs eyes 
on the data quickly whether in Nuix or another plat-
form for review or investigation.

There are other great workflows within Nuix that 
allow for hands on attorney review and analysis to 
include Computer Assisted Review, but is still get-
ting developed and rolled out. For the purposes of 
this article, I am focused one of the core compe-
tencies of fast and scalable processing and initial 
investigation, but recommend you contact them for 
further information.

VENIO SYSTEMS – DATA PROCESSING, 
INVESTIGATIONS
Venio Systems was created specifically for the le-
gal industry and by individuals who were tied to e-
discovery in its infancy. Venio FPR™ touts it can 
be used as a single source after collection to cull, 
process, perform an Early Case Assessment, Re-
view and Produce. Venio has provided screen-
shots that outline their workflow (Figure 3).

As a forensic or legal investigator, it is imperative 
to find what he or she is looking for very quickly. 
Venio FPR™ allows a fast snapshot of what is in 

the data to help identify sections of data that can 
be examined very quickly. Taking a look at the data 
layout itself provides many advantages in building 
strategies for review by: learning habits of the cus-
todians, identifying the types of languages in the 
data to get a team organized to review that data 
and isolating file types that may be most important 
to review (Figure 4).

From an administrative standpoint, it is easy to 
add data from your forensic image by simply point-
ing Venio FPR™ directly to the image or LEF. In 
terms of the workflow, this allows for easy access 
to anywhere the data is stored (Figure 5).

As the team is investigating the individual cus-
todians, Venio FPR™ presents a layout that 
shows the social connections of each of the cus-
todians. Isolating conversation threads and with-
in a timeline can be helpful is seeing habits of 

Figure 4. Venio FPR™ data loading wizard

Figure 3. Venio FPR™ Project Dashboard
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the custodian in who they are communicating 
and the frequency surrounding particular events 
in question (Figure 6).

Whether the need is an investigation of the da-
ta or document-by-document (linear) review what 
shows in the review panel is very important in how 
strategies are constructed. Presenting as much (or 
little) helps any investigator see what they need 
quickly. Most importantly is access to the informa-
tion when needed and Venio FPR™ allows the 
users to get to this view with only a few clicks to 

view what they are seeing at the macro level in the 
Dashboard or Timeline.

For a complete workflow discussion, I recom-
mend setting up a demonstration with them to dis-
cuss your environment and how Venio FPR™ may 
fit into your workflow.

ICONECT | XERA – ANAlYSIS AN REVIEW
iCONECT was one of the first online hosted review 
platforms specifically designed for the legal space 
in 1999. Their original product nXT was used to 

Figure 5. Venio FPR™ Time line and email visualization

Figure 6. Venio FPR™ Review – Text, Native, Metadata and TIFF
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host documents and data in the cloud where users 
would have access to their case information any-
where. Being the first to market allowed the legal 
review space to begin taking shape for what was 
to come with the e-discovery boom in the mid and 
late 2000’s. Recently they released a new front 
end, XERA, that allows for similar workflows but 
broadened the accessibility by building it in HTML 

5. XERA presently, is the only platform that is com-
mercially available that allows for secure access 
on multiple browsers and tablet devices. Equally 
important is their business model that allows for 
small forensic and e-discovery service providers to 
adopt the technology and offer the suite to their cli-
ents with minimal investment up front and a “pay 
as you grow” model.

Figure 7. XERA Tile Screen – 3rd Party applications will allow for integrated technology

Figure 8. XERA Table View
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In-line with the other technologies outlined, XE-
RA is used for Analysis and Review. The compo-
nent it leverages Nuix, Venio, Wave Software etc. 
for is the front end processing after collection to 
create a load file. This allows for processing to be 
licensed separately as that market is continuing to 
develop into structured data, cloud collection and 
other emerging needs.

Once the data is loaded, XERA performs brilliant-
ly in the investigation and review of the data. Since 
“Big Data” is making its way into legal e-discovery, 
platforms like XERA are necessary to house all of 
it and render it in an easy interface with dynamic 
workflows to accommodate the investigation or re-
view (Figure 7).

Depending on the user, the login will present a 
series of tiles that are customized for the individ-
ual. 

•  Administrators will have access to all admin-
istrative functions and set up users directly in 
XERA

•  Project Managers may have a slightly different 
layout as they will be setting up the project for 
the end-user. They can create workflows to le-
verage analytics to set up batches based off 
of near duplicate emails, similar concepts or 
email threads.

•  Investigative Reviewers will have access to the 
entire database that may include millions of re-
cords, emails and documents and leverage an-
alytics to find relevant information quickly. 

•  Batch Reviewers will have the simplest inter-
face as the Project Managers are able to iso-

late only what they want those individuals to re-
view document by document and code the re-
cords as needed. 

After the permissions are set, the tiles can repre-
sent the individuals batch, internal collaborative 
messaging, specific folders etc. The user may di-
rect link to a folder or swipe to the next train-car 
showing the grid view (Figure 8).

The Table View is where the Investigative Re-
viewer will spend most of their time as the op-
tions for Boolean logic key word filtering, Faceted 
Searching (left side toggle box searching), utiliz-
ing Xmplar to find similar concepts with words, 
phrases or paragraphs or simply searching the 
metadata in the table. Since there are similarities 
in workflows, XERA allows for a wide range of in-
vestigation types and also includes email conver-
sation visualization where the conversations be-
tween individuals are represented similar to what 
you saw in Venio (Figure 9). 

Once the batches have been created or the 
documents isolated from the investigation, the 
user can now see the native documents rendered 
in the viewer. The Document View allows for the 
native view, image view and text view. Similar to 
Venio FPR™, this is where the user may redact, 
tag, annotate etc. What XERA renders differently 
is that view where the reviewer (investigative or 
batch) can see all of the related content to that 
document. This may be email threads, similar 
textual content (Near Duplicates) or conceptual-
ly similar content. This means different workflows 
for different reviewers:

Figure 9. XERA Document View with Collaboration
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•  Investigative Reviewer – Should the individ-
ual want to isolate and folder/code all conver-
sations surrounding a document, email or con-
cept it is easy to batch code for future review 
or production. This allows for an investigator 
to quickly search in the Table View, review the 
documents and ALL similar documents in the 
same search. Once foldered, the data can be 
accessed by others in the team easily.

•  Batch Reviewer – As the individual is coding 
through the documents, he or she may have 
on Near Duplicates, for example, and begin 
to batch tag all of the similar documents. This 
activity alone will increase the documents re-
viewed per hour which allows for deadlines to 
be met and a tremendous savings on the re-
view itself (Figure 10).

XERA is used to manage millions of documents 
with many workflows which is only partially repre-
sented above. This is another software platform 
that I suggest any forensic group who is heavily 
investigative in nature explore as an option.

PRACTICAl APPlICATION
Above were three of many different technologies 
that continue to develop and shape the forensic 
and legal industries. As these serve as examples, 
it should demonstrate the bridges being built to 
help seamlessly connect Information Governance 
all the way to trial. There are creative pricing struc-
tures and there are also still pricing structures that 
are quickly getting dated. Below is some history 
and recommendations of the pricing structures 
and how to interview the technology companies. I 
have also provided links to the software providers 
mentioned in this article.

TYPICAl PRICING STRUCTURES
As mentioned throughout the article, there are 
relatively easy ways to adopt the technology not 

only on the management and workflows, but also 
on the economics. Initially, this industry offered 
high “Per Gigabyte” pricing that acted as a stan-
dard for data processing and hosting. Many soft-
ware providers initially charged this for the usage 
of the software and thus the market service pro-
viders would mark that up, perform the service 
and bill the client. What happened rather quickly 
was as the bids came in, the comparison to the 
cost of the case coupled with the most expensive 
part of attorney review, outweighed the outcome 
of the case and so settlements were starting to 
become commonplace. This model was neither 
fair for the parties who wanted to have a fair as-
sessment of the case and settle on the merits 
of the case or go to trial, versus the economics 
alone. Inevitably, the industry started to fall in on 
itself and pressures from the legal service pro-
viders on the software companies forced lowered 
pricing. The lowered pricing now includes very 
low “per gigabyte” pricing within some technolo-
gies and “flat rate user fees” and “hardware core 
license” in others.

My recommendation is to pursue companies that 
have adjusted to a flat rates and core licensing as 
it will not only help you control your costs but more 
importantly adapt to the needs of the case your 
clients need. I can’t stress more the need for this 
industry to have more visibility into the case eco-
nomics as part of the overall strategy with the legal 
service provider or technology provider.

QUESTIONS TO ASK SOFTWARE 
PROVIDERS
When participating in a demonstration of any tech-
nology it is important to ensure that the individual 
presenting their tools understand your business, 
department or practice. Many times I have partici-
pated in demonstrations where the technologist 
simply gives all the features with no application to 
how I can use it and I am left to put the pieces to-

a d v e r i s e m e n t

http://www.it-securityguard.com/
http://www.it-securityguard.com/
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gether. Ask questions that help both of you have 
transparency into the technology and its applica-
tion to you. Additional questions to ask should center 
around hardware requirements and if your IT manag-

ers need to be a part of the call, so be it. Hardware, in 
some instances, is more expensive than the software 

SUMMARY OF TECHNOlOGY 
HIGHlIGHTS
There really are many technology companies that 
cater to the legal e-discovery market and I only high-
lighted a few that illustrate a pretty normal workflow 
that is not relatively expensive, is easy to adopt and 
covers much of the EDRM. As mentioned above, 
Nuix and Venio FPR™ both start with a forensic im-
age and are building in technology and workflows 
to the right of the EDRM to include Production. XE-
RA manages post culled (typically duplicates and 
NIST data removed) documents and data through 
the analysis, review and production of the EDRM. A 
popular workflow would include processing the fo-
rensic image or unstructured data through Nuix or 
Venio FPR™ and create a load file for XERA for the 
investigation and review. 

In casting a wide net to an industry that lives 
among many complex matters, I trust for some this 
will be a start in researching technology to offer so-
lutions in your practice.
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Technology Companies
•  www.nuix.com featured in this article for fast pro-

cessing
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processing and analysis
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analysis and production
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•  www.guidencesoftware.com mentioned in this ar-

ticle for data collection
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